
Finding the heat-treat sweet spot for
less well-documented alloys and metals

INTRODUCTION

There are many factors to consider when forging components made of copper heat-treatable alloys for aerospace, 
electronics, materials processing, medical superconductor, power generation, and many other applications. One 
critical factor is the heat-treatment (HT) protocol performed after initial fabrication.

Heat treatment of copper and aluminum forgings is a way of altering the microstructure of a piece once it has 
been shaped. All metals and alloys are made up of crystal “grain” structures that fit together something like three-
dimensional puzzle pieces. The size, shape, and chemical makeup of the grains determine the overall mechanical 
properties of the piece, such as tensile strength/yield 
strength, elongation (T/Y/e), and/or hardness. Other 
properties, such as electrical conductivity, are also affected 
by grain structure.

Heat treating involves heating the formed piece to a 
specific high temperature and allowing it to remain at that 
temperature long enough for the grain structure to rearrange 
itself based on the thermodynamics of the chemical 
composition. Once the desired grain structure is achieved, 
the piece is then “quenched” in a cold liquid-filled vat to 
“freeze” the altered microstructure in place.

Heat treating can be used to obtain the optimal properties of 
an alloy for a specific application. The exact temperatures 
and lengths of time used for each phase of heat treatment 
comprise a “recipe” tailored to each metal or alloy in order 
to achieve the desired mechanical properties.

TIME-TESTED RECIPES

Historically and even today, HT recipes for some copper alloys in the public domain have been either non-existent or 
too generalized to be of use. 
 
However, proprietary recipes have been developed and honed over the years by forging companies, based on the 
results of multiple experiments. The longer a company has been in operation, the more likely it is to have had 
experience working with a specific alloy, or something similar.

Since heat treatment primarily affects the internal structure of the component, which is not easily seen, it is 
important to know that each piece has been manufactured to exact specifications. Without a successful heat-treat 
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recipe, components may not perform according to specifications or to their optimum life, leading to problems with 
OEM equipment and to dissatisfied customers. 

TWO-STEP HEAT TREATMENT

Heat treatment typically occurs in two steps. First, solution heat treating involves heating an alloy to a relatively high 
temperature and holding it at that temperature long enough for all of its constituents to dissolve into a uniform metal 
matrix (solid solution). This is followed by rapid quenching to hold these constituents in solution.

Solution heat treating prepares the alloy for the second 
step, precipitation age-hardening. In this step, the alloy 
is heated to a substantially lower temperature (than 
the solution step) for a specific length of time, then 
typically air cooled to minimize residual stresses. This 
step is designed to harden and strengthen the alloy to 
the optimum mechanical characteristics desired.

Controlling the heat-treating process is critical to 
achieving accurate, repeatable results. For example, 
in the solution phase, overheating can lead to partial 
melting, which may in turn lead to a defective part. 
On the other hand‚ insufficient solution treatment 
time or temperature can result in undissolved alloying 
constituents‚ leading to detrimental physical properties.

In the low-temperature precipitation hardening phase‚ if the material is under-aged or over-aged, it can end up either 
soft and gummy or brittle and weak.

CHEMISTRY OF THE ALLOY OR METAL

When developing a recipe for a less well-documented alloy or metal, the first step is to determine the basic 
chemistry of the material and/or its main constituents. For example, it is important to know the solidus temperature 
in order to avoid too closely approaching it during solution heat treatment, so that no incipient melting can occur.

If the alloy has been registered with the Unified Numbering System (UNS) of metals, this information may be more 
readily searched out and/or provided by the OEM.

If the alloy is new, the forging company may start with data derived from similar alloys or alloy components. 
 

END USAGE OR NEXT USAGE

Another important factor to consider when developing the proper heat-treatment 
protocol for a component is to consider any further processes to be completed 
by the customer. In some cases, the components may just need machining and/or 
finishing after initial manufacturing. 
If the forging is to be further worked/formed by the customer (e.g., bending, 
flow-forming, extruding, etc.), heat treating prior to these operations is likely 
undesirable, because it would make the material much harder and more resistant 
to the operation.

A quenching bath is used to “lock in” the altered 
microstructure achieved by heat treatment.
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Sometimes, a simple stress-relief or anneal heat-treat operation is all that is requested, so a full HT recipe is not 
necessary. However, if maximized strength, such as ultimate tensile strength and/or yield strength, is the objective, 
heat treatment—and a heat-treat recipe—will be required.

 

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

In order to develop optimal HT recipes, a forging company will typically run numerous tests in a systematic way, 
called Design of Experiments, or DOE. Performing a DOE is necessary to nail down the complex relationship 
between the temperatures and treatment times and the resulting mechanical properties for a material. 

There are many steps involved in a DOE, including:
• Agreeing on the objective (e.g., improve or optimize mechanical properties)
• Setting up the test matrix and factors
• Making the test-matrix HT process runs
• Testing the heat-treated material to get output data
• Analyzing the output data

The main recipe factors affecting the forged component’s strength and hardness include the solution temperature, 
solution dwell time (at temperature), age temperature, and age dwell time (at temperature).

The number of test runs in a DOE will depend on the number of values of each factor to be tested. In the case where 
the best available public data on an alloy presents too wide a spread in the initial temperature settings, a DOE might 
be set up using three values for each factor—“High,” “Medium,” and “Low”—versus only two values (“High” and 
“Low”). This helps avoid false linear interpolations and extrapolations of the resulting output data.

The factors should be set far enough apart to cover the full range of possible values. For example, if best available 
information shows the solution HT between 1775°F and 1850°F, the High and Low settings should not be set at 
1800°F and 1825°F. 

Proposed SETTINGS

Parameters Low Med High

Solution Temp 1650°F 1775°F 1900°F

Solution Time (Metal  @ Temp) 30 min 60 min 90 min

Age Temp 750°F 850°F 950°F

Age Time (Metal @ Temp) 1 hr 2 hr 3 hr

Table 1. This sample test matrix shows values for heat-treatment factors in a hypothetical 
Design of Experiments (DOE) for a copper alloy.

As a hypothetical example, a DOE might be designed with the values of 750°F, 850°F, and 950°F for the age 
temperature settings in an initial copper alloy heat treat (see Table 1).

Once the testing matrix is set up, multiple test runs will be performed, varying each factor in turn. In this example, 
following the DOE would require a three-level factorial of 3x3x3x3 (three settings each of four parameters, or 34), 
which is equal to 81 test runs. 

In cases where there already exists some working knowledge of the heat-treat process for an alloy, fewer test 
combinations may be required (e.g., removing a fixed/known factor or reducing to a two-level factorial).



After completing the DOE tests and measuring the resulting properties, a statistical analysis is performed on the data. 

To further hone in on a “sweet-spot” recipe for optimized output, additional smaller tests, based on learnings from 
initial DOEs, can be run at reduced cost. The resulting time and temperature recipes will be determined to more 
stringent specifications than those in the public domain.

Some copper tempers (e.g., TH01, TH02) require cold work after the solution treatment and quench but before the 
age-hardening step. DOEs can also be run to determine the amount of cold-work reduction that could be performed 
in order to maximize mechanical properties while not 
damaging the forging.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT 
(FURNACES)

During DOE testing, it’s important to control as many factors 
as possible, such as the type of furnace and the quenching 
operation, in order to narrow down the true cause-and-effect 
relationship. For this reason, testing is sometimes done on 
smaller (dimensionally controlled) separately forged blocks 
using the same HT furnaces used in production.

Also, by insuring that each of the furnaces used in production 
are extremely similar (if not identical) to each other and the 
ones used to run the DOEs, heat-treated components are most 
likely to end up with the desired mechanical properties.

Ideally, each of the production furnaces in a facility should 
meet the following criteria:

• Have the same design for power, size, and volume 
• Have the same energy ratings (e.g., BTU/hour) 
• Have the same burners and air flow management 

(blowers, CFMs, etc.)
• Have similar construction for floors, walls, and 

ceilings (brick, insulation, etc.) for common spare 
maintenance materials

• Survey similarly when performing Thermal 
Uniformity Surveys (TUSs; Ref. AMS 2750)

THE IMPORTANCE OF QUENCHING

Beyond high-grade furnaces and reliable recipes, a quality quench after heat treatment is required to fully freeze 
or “lock in” all the critical constituents into a homogenous metal matrix. Quenching a piece as quickly as possible 
after heat treating, and ensuring that it is fully submerged as deeply as possible in the tank, creates a stronger 
component. 

Quench tanks with PLC controls for cooling/circulating water through chillers minimizes the thermal variation in 
quench water and ensures that it is at or below the ambient air temperature, providing a consistent quench experience 
and reliable results.

By insuring that each of the furnaces used 
in production are extremely similar (if not 
identical), heat-treated components are 
most likely to end up with the desired 
mechanical properties.



CONCLUSION

Developing optimal heat-treat recipes allows a forger to standardize solution heat-treat cycles and the subsequent 
precipitation age-hardening cycles necessary to produce components with highly uniform properties. These 
proprietary recipes are derived and verified via a DOE testing process and are based on the best output results 
typically for mechanical strength and hardness for each alloy. 

In addition, the use of standardized furnaces and high-quality quench tanks further ensures that components will 
consistently and repeatably meet strict testing standards, and will result in the highest-quality OEM equipment.

Weldaloy is a custom copper and aluminum forging and machining 
specialty company, forging strong, reliable pieces with time-tested 
heat-treat protocols for over four decades. We have developed 
proprietary recipes to achieve optimum properties for many 
copper heat-treatable alloys. 

Visit our website at 
weldaloy.com or call
1-888-WELDALOY

to find out more about 
our capabilities.

http://weldaloy.com/materials
http://weldaloy.com
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